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Texturedependent refinement of multi resolution meshes

Andreas Schilling and Reinhard Klein �

Abstract

State of the art multiresolution modeling allows to se-
lectively refine a coarse mesh of an object on the visually
important parts. In this way it is possible to render the ge-
ometry of a given object accurately with a minimum num-
ber of triangles. The criteria used in current approaches
take care of geometric error and even of shading errors. If
however texture mapping is used it is inevitable to control
displacements and distortions of the texture during refine-
ments.

In this paper we describe a new approach for better es-
timation of theerrorsdueto displaced and distorted texture
coordinates in simplified meshes. This allows for accurate
rendering of textured sceneswith a minimumnumber of tri-
angles.

1 Int roduction

Recently multiresolution modeling for simplicial ge-
ometric models (any dimension, non-orientable, non-
manifold, non-regular) have gained massive interest. Mul-
tiresolutionmodels(MRMs) providethebasisto handle, vi-
sualize and transmit over the network and edit very large
data sets [9, 2, 1, 3, 4, 7, 8, 10]. These models provide the
basis for thegeometric approximationof an object with dif-
ferent levelsof detail. Asagrowing number of applications
rely not only on the geometry of the objects but make also
extensive use of textures, the incorporation of textures into
themultiresolution modelsbecomesanew challenge. Inter-
estingly, thisproblem hasnot been addressed by thenumer-
ouspublicationsabout mesh simplification, multiresolution
modeling and view-dependent selective refinement so far.

1.1 TheTextureProblem

In the process of texture mapping, 2D-images are
mapped onto surfaces in 3D. Normally the surface is trian-
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gulated and texturecoordinatesareassigned to each vertex.
In thisway triangular partsof theimagearelinearly mapped
onto thetrianglesof themodel. Unfortunately arbitrary sur-
facesarenot developableand therefore, themappingof 2D-
textures onto the surface is not isometric, this means that
the associated affine transformation is not the same for all
trianglesof thesurface. If during the simplification process
several triangleswith different affinemappingsarereplaced
by one triangle (with only one affine mapping) errors a in-
evitable, see Figure 1. Only if in addition to the geomet-
ric errors also the distortion of the texture is measured and
controlled, texture mapping on simplified surfaces delivers
reasonableresults.

1.2 Outlin e of the solution

A measure for the texture distortion in the simplified
mesh is needed. The solution for that is to use the 3D-
distance between points in the original mesh and the corre-
spondingpointsin thesimplified mesh (theonesthat get the
same texturecoordinates) instead of thegeometric distance
like the Hausdorff- distance between the two meshes [4].
This measure exactly describes how far a textured point is
moved from its original location when the simplified mesh
is used. This measurement has to be done during the gen-
eration of the multiresolution model. Later on at render-
ing time our measure allows us to selectively refine the
model until the displacement and distortion of the texture
on the simplified model as well as the geometric error be-
tweensimplifiedandoriginal model islessthanapredefined
bound in screen space, e.g. half apixel.

In addition the necessity of refinement depends on the
contents of the texture: for parts of the texture where the
color doesn’ t change of course only the geometric error
matters.

In the reminder of this paper we first briefly review the
principlesof multiresolutionmodeling. Thenwediscussthe
new error measure and derive a possible texture-enhanced
multiresolution model.
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Figur e 1. The icosahed ron on the righ t sid e is stil l a goo d geometri c approximatio n for the glob e.
The geometri c approximatio n error is about �350 miles , but the textur e disto rtio n gets clos e to 2000
miles . Clos e to the equato r the approximatio n of the textur e is stil l relative ly good , but approaching
the pole s the approximatio n errors becom e larger and larger. (Distanc e betwee n two meridian s and
betwee n two parallel s of latitud e is 15 degrees.)

2 Review of multi resolution models

2.1 Generating the multi resolution model

Thegenerationof aMRM of an object generally involves
a sequenceof local simplification operations like vertex re-
moval, edgecollapse, trianglecollapseor vertex clustering.
The sequence of local simplification operations defines a
sequenceof coarser and coarser approximationsof theorig-
inal model, the MRM. How this sequence is generated de-
pendson thevarioussimplification algorithms. In general a
mesh simplification algorithm starts with the finest triangu-
lation in 3D space approximating the original model. Then
it simplifies thestarting triangulation by clustering vertices,
by collapsing edges or triangles or by removing vertices
from thecurrent triangulationand retriangulating theresult-
ing holes. This is done until no further simplification step
can be performed. In many algorithms the order in which
the simplification steps are performed is determined by a
priority queue. A cost function is evaluated for each pos-
sible simplification operation and the one with the lowest
cost is performed. In general the cost function represents
the error (geometric distance) between original and simpli-
fied mesh.

2.2 Selectiverefinement of multi resolution models

If the inverse local simplification operations are known
(e.g. vertex split as the inverse of edge collapse operation),
we are able to refine a coarse approximation of the model

by reversing the whole simplification process. However, if
we want to perform only selective refinement we have to
find away to skip partsof the inversesimplification process
and thereby change the sequence of refinement operations.
Of course this is not arbitrarily possible (e.g. we cannot
split avertex which isnot present in thecurrent mesh). The
dependenciesbetween the different simplification steps de-
fine a hierarchy that can be described by a directed acyclic
graph of modification operations or the associated trian-
gles. Therefore, a general selective refinement algorithm
starts with a crude approximation of the model and checks
for each triangle if refinement is needed. If yes, the algo-
rithm has to take care that all predecessor operationsof the
needed refinement operation have already been performed.
The next section describes the measure that can be used to
decide about the need of further refinement of a certain tri-
angle.

3 Texture Distortion and Geometric Errors

3.1 Point to point correspondenceand distortion

For the calculation of the distance between correspond-
ing points we assume that texture coordinates(s;t ) are as-
signed to every vertex in the original mesh. Both the origi-
nal andsimplifiedmodel arerenderedwith linear textureco-
ordinate interpolation on the triangles. In order to compute
the error between the triangle in the simplified model and
the corresponding area in the original mesh the following
technique is used. The triangulation of the original model
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Figur e 2. Mappin g of origina l and simplifie d triangulation s int o textur e spac e. By thes e two mappings
a point-to-poin t relatio n betwee n point s on the origina l mesh and point s on the simplifie d mesh can
be established . This relatio n exact ly describe s the disto rtio n of the textur e in the simplifie d model
and is there fore used to defin e the error measur e.
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defines a corresponding triangulation in texture space, see
Figure 2. Every point in the texture space corresponds to
two points, one on the simplified and one on the original
mesh. The interesting error is the geometric distance vec-
tor between those two points. The maximum length of all
these distance vectors bounds the geometric error between
thesimplified and original model. Therefore, it can beused
during the generation of the MRM as sorting criterion for
the priority queue. Secondly, at rendering time this error
can bedirectly converted into ascreen spaceerror.

3.2 Computation of the errors

To calculate the maximum length of all distance vectors
it is sufficient to calculate it for each triangle�simp of the
simplified triangulation

��simp
=max

(s;t)2�0

simp

jjMsimp(s;t )�Morig (s;t )jj;

whereMsimp andMorig denote the mapping from texture
coordinates onto the simplified and the oringinal meshes,
respectively1. Note that thismaximum error can only occur
on theverticesand edge- intersectionsof thetriangles�0

orig

and�0

simp
. This leads to the following algorithm: First,

all vertices and all edges in texture space of the original
triangulation that intersect with �0

simp
are collected. With

neighborhoodinformationof theoriginal mesh thiscan eas-
ily be done using an active edge list algorithm. In the next
step the intersection pointsbetween thecollected edgesand
theedgesof �0

simp
arecomputed. In the last step thecorre-

sponding pointsof theinner verticesand intersection points
are determined usingMsimp andMorig . For this purpose,
the barycentric coordinatesof these points in texture space
areused.

4 The texture enhanced multi resolution
model

In a simple texture enhanced multiresolution model it is
sufficient to store for each triangle the distance�� that oc-
curred when in the process of simplification this triangle
was generated. Using this information at extraction time
wecan immediately decideif agiven triangleof thesimpli-
fied triangulation is valid or if further refinement isneeded.
Theonly criterion that hasto bechecked isthat sphereswith
radius�� at theverticesof the triangleproject to thescreen
smaller than the allowed screen- space error of e.g. half a
pixel. In this way, the existing MRMs can easily be modi-
fied to do correct renderingof textured models. It issurpris-
ing that�� which isknownasparametricdistance(with the
texturespaceasparameter space) to our knowledgewasnot

1Triangles in the texture space are denoted with dashes.

Figur e 3. The colo r deviatio n cause d by the
use of the simplifie d mode l instea d of the
origina l model . The deviatio n vecto r tell s that
the color c1 at scree n location P1 shoul d be
visibl e at scree n location P2, wher e the wrong
color c2 appears. Note that the correc t posi-
tio n of color c1 in the image spac e depends
on the viewin g position.

used until now for thispurposeof texturedependent simpli-
fication.

4.1 Improving themodel

However, this simple model does not take into account
the texture itself. Homogeneous parts of the texture are
treated in thesameway asdetailed partswith high contrast.
For changing textures (e.g. video-textures) this approach
makes sense. But in the common case of static textureswe
can do better. The key observation is that even a large de-
viation of texture coordinates cannot be recognized if the
texturecolor doesn’ t change in the regarded area or at least
doesn’ t changein thedirection of thedeviation.

How can we find out, if there is a difference between
the rendered image of the simplified and the rendered im-
age of the original model? To answer this question let us
project thesimplified model onto thescreen and assumefor
the moment that for each point of the simplified model the
three-dimensional deviation vector defined by the point-to-
point relation above is available. The projections of these
deviation vectorsonto the screen tell us how far and where
the pointswould move if we would use the original instead
of the simplified model, see Figure 3. Of course, for a fast
decision where to selectively refine the model at rendering
time we need a very simple measure for the expected color
deviations. Unfortunately, it is impossibleto calculatecolor
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changes independent from theviewing position. Therefore,
it is impossible to store the expected color deviations al-
ready in the MRM. Instead, a measure is needed that en-
ables us to calculate these deviations at rendering time. In
order to be fast, this measuremust deliver a single quantity
for each triangleof the simplified model.

4.2 Measuring color deviations

A possible measure could be calculated from a three-
dimensional bounding volume for the geometric deviation
vectorsover atriangleand atwo-dimensional boundingvol-
umeof thecolor gradientsin thetexturespace. At rendering
time from the projections of both of these bounding vol-
umes onto screen space a worst-case color deviation could
then be calculated. This approach has two disadvantages:
First thecosts in memory and computation timeto storeand
combinethe two bounding volumes in screen space are too
high. Secondly, theremight be situationswhere the combi-
nation of color gradient and geometric deviation vector in
each point would lead to small color changes, but asbound-
ing volumes over a triangle are used we only get a worst
case estimation, where the maximum color gradients over
a triangle are combined with the maximum deviation vec-
torsover a triangle, which in their turn might correspond to
totally different locationson the triangle.

A better measure can be developed using the following
observation: if the geometric deviation vectors are decom-
posed in a tangential and anormal component (with respect
to the simplified triangle), the color changes caused by the
tangential component do not depend any moreon theview-
ing direction and can thus be calculated in advance during
the generation of the MRM. In this case instead of using
the worst-case combination of deviation vector and color
gradient for the whole triangle, the exact resulting color-
deviations at each point are used. We get these deviations
basically by subtracting an appropriately warped version of
the texture from the original texture. To get an estimation
for the total color deviation, the color deviation caused by
the normal component of the deviation vector must then
simply be added. A fast simple bound for this color de-
viation can be calculated by multiplying the length of the
screen projection of the normal component with the maxi-
mumprojectedcolor gradient over theregionof thetriangle,
enlarged by the possible projection of the normal compo-
nent. Since the length of this projection is in general un-
bounded (at small viewing angles with respect to the trian-
gle) this measure makes only sense if the viewing angle is
not smaller than a predefined minimum. This can easily be
checked at rendering time. As theprojection is unknown at
simplification time, neither the projected color gradient nor
the length of theprojected normal component areknown in
advance. Therefore, westoreonly the product of the length

of the normal component and the maximum absolute value
of thecolor gradient in theregardedarea. Later at rendering
time theactual projection is taken into account.

4.3 TheMip-Map-levels

The above error measure allows high geometric devia-
tions even at small viewing distances if the texture permits
it (small color changes). During rendering timethedistance
from which a certain triangle may be seen is a priory un-
known and therefore, the Mip-Map level used to render the
triangle is also unknown. The problem here is, that differ-
ent Mip-Map-levelscontain different color differences and
therefore, the same geometric error can lead to different
color deviations. As an example, imagine the sand in the
desert. Unless we get quite close, the sand appears to have
a single color in this case texture distortion cannot be rec-
ognized. The situation changesabruptly when we get close
enough and the Mip-Map-level changes so that the single
grains of the sand can be seen. Therefore, the error mea-
suresdefined aboveare dependent from the Mip-Map-level
and must bestored for each Mip-Map-level independently.

5 The extraction algorithm

Thegoal of themultiresolution model is to minimizethe
number of polygons that are sent to the rendering pipeline,
without affecting the quality of the resulting image. To
achieve this, the multiresolution model allows the extrac-
tion of selectively refined models either by coarsening or
refining thecurrent triangulation. Thedecision if a) agiven
trianglemay remain in thetriangulationor if b) itssurround-
ing area must be refined further or if c) a coarser triangula-
tion of its surrounding area is possible, is the most impor-
tant step in this process. For an implementation this can
be reduced to the single question if a given triangle fulfills
thequality requirementsor not [6]. To answer thisquestion
we have to investigate the characteristics of that part of the
original surfacethat correspondsto the triangle in question.
In thefollowing wecall thispart of theoriginal surfacecor-
responding surface for simplicity. The flow diagram of the
algorithm we use for thisdecision isshown in Figure4.

5.1 Handling backfacing surfaceparts

The first question in the algorithm is to decide if a trian-
gle�(vi1 ; vi2 ; vi3) and its corresponding part on the orig-
inal surface is on the backside with respect to the current
viewing position. Thisfirst step hasbeen described by sev-
eral authors([11, 4, 5] to mention only a few).
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Figur e 4. Flow diagram of the extractio n algo-
rithm.

5.2 Controlling the geometric error

To control the geometric error, the parametric distance
between original and simplified triangulation must be con-
verted to a screen space error. Several approaches to this
problem have been published and can also be used to con-
vert the parametric distance [11, 4, 5]. If the projected er-
ror is less than half a pixel, of course no further refinement
is needed. A further significant reduction would be possi-
ble by avoiding the refinement outsideof the view frustum.
However, to support fast changes of the viewing direction
in VR-applications refinement outside the view frustum is
inevitable.

5.3 Controlling the color deviation

In contrast to previous work, we can avoid refinement
even in cases where the projected screen space error is
larger than half a pixel, if in the result the color doesn’t
change. To check the color changes we consider the pre-
calculated contribution from the tangential component for
the triangle in question and add the contribution resulting
from the geometrical error in normal direction multiplied
by the maximum color gradient. Because of the projec-
tion, the second contribution is more complicated. There-
fore, we first check if the normal component projects to a
screen length smaller than half a pixel, in which case it can
beneglected and only thestored tangential contribution has
to be checked (right branch in the flow diagram). In the
other case we cannot neglect the normal contribution. As
described above, if theviewing anglewith respect to thetri-
angleissmaller than apredefinedthreshold (45� arereason-
able), werefine. In theother caseweuse thestored product
of the length of thenormal component of theparametric er-
ror and themaximum color gradient and multiply it with the
cotangent of the viewing angle with respect to the triangle,
see Figure 5. After addition of the stored color deviation
caused by the tangential component, we get a reasonable
bound for the total color deviation.

6 Conclusion

Thispaper dealswith thenew and interesting problem of
combining multiresolution modeling and texture mapping.
A textureenhanced multiresolution model ispresented, that
can be used to detect and avoid texture distortions. An im-
provedversionof themodel takesthecontentsof thetexture
into account and allows to achieve comparable results with
coarser geometry. The presented results can be applied to
variousexisting typesof multiresolution models.
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Figur e 5. The produc t of the lengt h of the nor-
mal componen t and the colo r gradien t has to
be multiplie d wit h cotan( �) to correct for the
scree n projection , as the norma l component
� gets sho rtened with cos(�), and the color
gradien t has to be multiplie d with 1=sin(�).
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